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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 




UNITED UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONS, 
Respondent. 
NATIONAL RIGHT TO WORK LEGAL DEFENSE FOUNDATION (GLENN 
M. TAUBMAN, ESQ.), for Charging Party 
BERNARD F. ASHE, ESQ. (IVOR R. MOSKOWITZ, ESQ., of 
Counsel), for Respondent 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
This case comes to us on exceptions filed by the United 
University Professions (UUP) to a decision by the Assistant 
Director of Public Employment Practices and Representation 
(Assistant Director) that UUP violated §209-a.2(a) of the Public 
Employees1 Fair Employment Act (Act) because UUP's affiliates1 
breakdown of their expenses which were chargeable to agency fee 
payers and those which were not chargeable to them had not been 
properly audited.^/ In so finding, the Assistant Director held 
•2=/In his decision, the Assistant Director found a similar 
violation in two other cases, which had been consolidated for 
processing with this matter. The respondent in both those cases 
has not filed exceptions to the Assistant Director's decision. 
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that the SAS 35 review2-/ conducted by the accounting firms 
retained by UUP's affiliates did not satisfy the audit 
requirements we imposed by our earlier decisions in United 
University Professions.^ 
The Assistant Director's decision now before—us—was issued 
pursuant to our remand-^/ of an Administrative Law Judge's (ALT) 
decision.-5-/ The ALJ had found that the accounting firms' 
review of the expenses of UUP's affiliate organizations, New York 
State United Teachers (NYSUT) and American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT), were not sufficiently independent and accurate because 
certain unspecified procedures were "agreed upon" between UUP's 
affiliates and the accounting firms. We remanded the case to 
obtain additional information regarding the nature of the 
accounting examinations actually conducted. 
In our decision remanding the case, we held that accounting 
firms did not have to verify the correctness of the unions * 
categorization of chargeable and nonchargeable expenses because 
^statements on Auditing Standards (SAS) are issued by the 
Auditing Standards Board which is designated by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) to issue 
pronouncements on auditing matters. Under SAS 35, an accountant 
may accept an engagement in which the scope of review is limited 
by certain procedures agreed upon with the client. An SAS 35 
examination is not an audit made in accordance with all ten of 
the generally accepted auditing standards. 
^20 PERB J53039 & 3052 (1987) . 
4/22 PERB 53003 (1989). 
5
-/21 PERB 54567 (1988) . 
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that would call for legal conclusions, not accounting decisions. 
We cited with approval in that particular respect the decision of 
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Andrews v. Education 
Association of Cheshire,^/ holding that the Supreme Court's 
auditing requirement in Chicago Teachers Union v. Hudson^ 
(Hudson) is only designed to ensure that the usual functions of 
an auditor are fulfilled.-8-/ 
Certain of UUP's exceptions appear to be grounded upon the 
conclusion that the Assistant Director found it in violation of 
the Act because the accounting firms did not verify the 
correctness of the affiliates' categorization of chargeable and 
\ nonchargeable expenses, despite our earlier holding to the 
contrary. We do not read the Assistant Director's decision as 
does UUP and construe it to hold only that SAS 35 review of the 
expense breakdown was insufficient as a matter of law because it 
is not a proper audit. UUP's exceptions are dismissed to the 
extent that they rest upon any other interpretation of his 
decision. 
£/829 F.2d 335, 127 LRRM 2929 (2d Cir. 1987). 
2/475 U.S. 292, 121 LRRM 2793, 19 PERB J[7502 (1986). 
£/Accord Ping v. Nat. Educ. Ass'n. 870 F.2d 1369, 
131 LRRM 2082 (6th Cir. 1989); Dashiell v. Montgomery County, 
F.2d , 1991 U.S. App. LEXIS 2081 (4th Cir. Feb. 13, 1991). 
The Court in Dashiell described those functions as a confirmation 
of the fact that money claimed to have been expended was "spent 
where the Union claims it was spent." 
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We reverse, however, the Assistant Director's decision that 
the accounting firms * review of the affiliates' expense breakdown 
under SAS 35 was not sufficient under Hudson or our earlier 
decisions in United University Professions. 
We do_ not understand the Supreme Court-in Hudson to have 
required, and it was not our intent to require by the reference 
to "audit" in our earlier decisions, the use of audits subject to 
all of the generally accepted auditing standards established by 
AICPA in analyzing the expense breakdown.^/ Although there is 
a difference of opinion among the federal courts regarding the 
. • . • i n / • 
level of auditing service required by Hudson.-^^ we believe that 
a union satisfies both its constitutional obligations and our 
statutory requirements if the financial information actually 
disclosed to the fee payers enables them to make an informed 
decision regarding the propriety of the union's agency fee 
determinations based upon reasonably accurate information 
provided by an independent accounting firm. The pertinent 
is apparent to us from our review of federal court 
decisions after Hudson, cited supra note 7, that the term "audit" 
was used by the Supreme Court in its ordinary sense and was not 
intended to require a rigid application of the highest possible 
level of accounting standards. 
in/ . • 
•
±iL/
 Compare Andrews v. Education Ass'n of Cheshire, supra 
note 5 (unaudited breakdown of expenses accepted) with Gwirtz v. 
Ohio Educ. Ass'n. 887 F.2d 678, 132 LRRM 2650 (6th Cir. 1989), 
cert, denied. U.S. , 133 LRRM 3112 (1990) (breakdown 
pursuant to SAS 29 held to satisfy Hudson audit requirement) and 
Hohe v. Casey. 733 F.Supp. 163, 133 LRRM 2604 (M.D. Pa. 1989) 
(SAS 35 review held insufficient). We decline to follow Hohe v. 
Casey to the extent it holds that SAS 35 review is insufficient 
under Hudson as a matter of law. 
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inquiry is not whether the union provided the most detailed and 
effective auditing service available, but whether that which was 
provided was adequate for the stated purpose. 
Against that standard, we find that the review of the 
affiliates^ expenses, including—the breakdowninto chargeable and 
nonchargeable categories, actually conducted by the accounting 
firms retained by NYSUT and AFT afforded the agency fee payers a 
sufficient basis upon which to make a reasonably informed 
decision about whether to object to UUP's agency fee 
determinations. Agency fee payers were provided with information 
which showed how NYSUT and AFT calculated its refund, financial 
statements for fiscal 1986, which were audited subject to all 
generally accepted auditing standards, and statements of total 
expenses for 1986 by category which were based upon a similar 
audit. Although the actual allocation of expenses to chargeable 
and nonchargeable categories was not audited in accordance with 
all generally accepted auditing standards, the record shows that 
the accountants independently tested the allocations for accuracy 
against the affiliates' available records and reviewed the 
assumptions underlying the affiliates* categorization of expenses 
for reasonableness according to criteria disclosed to them as 
against their own knowledge, training and experience. We are 
persuaded by our examination of the documents provided to the 
agency fee payers and our review of the testimony regarding the 
) scope of the SAS 3 5 review actually conducted, that the 
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affiliates* accounting firms reasonably ensured the independence, 
accuracy and consistency of the allocations within or to the 
various categories of expense.-^/ We consider these to be the 
objectives of the Hudson verification requirement which were 
sufficiently-secured—for--the agency—fee—payers by—the services 
rendered by the accounting firms in this case. 
For the foregoing reasons, the Assistant Director's decision 
is reversed and the remaining aspect of the charge alleging that 
UUP's affiliate organizations' expenses were not properly audited 
is dismissed. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
^ S e e , in this respect, Mitchell v. Los Ancreles Unified 
School Dist. , F.Supp. (CD. Cal. May 31, 1990) . 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
RICO A. RODRIGUEZ, 
Charging Party, 
-and- CASE NO. U-10270 
AMALGAMATED TRANSIT UNION, LOCAL 1056, 
Respondent. 
DORIS RODRIGUEZ, for Charging Party 
HANS & CERNIGLIA, ESQS. (STEVEN HANS, ESQ., of Counsel), 
for Respondent 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
Rico A. Rodriguez excepts to the dismissal, after 
hearing, of his improper practice charge against the 
Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 1056 (ATU) which alleges that 
the ATU violated §209-a.2(a) of the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act (Act) by breaching its duty of fair 
representation. In particular, Rodriguez alleges that the ATU 
failed to adequately represent him at the four steps of the 
disciplinary grievance procedure contained in the collective 
bargaining agreement between the ATU and the Metropolitan 
Transit Authority (MTA), that it failed and refused to obtain 
for him a transfer, with retention of seniority, to a new work 
location, and that the ATU's attorney representing him in 
connection with disciplinary charges pending against him was, 
at the same time, representing another unit employee on 
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criminal charges filed by Rodriguez in connection with the 
same incident which gave rise to the disciplinary charges. 
The assigned Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) dismissed the 
charge upon the ground that Rodriguez failed to establish by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the ATU's representation 
was arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad faith. 
FACTS 
On May 25, 1988, a physical altercation took place on the 
MTA's premises between Rodriguez and another unit employee, 
Fred Dissinger, who was off duty at the time of the incident. 
Rodriguez sustained some injuries during the altercation 
- \ which, according to Rodriguez, was an unprovoked assault 
initiated by Dissinger. Immediately following the incident, 
Rodriguez was directed by the MTA to report for a "fitness for 
duty" examination, which consists of blood and/or urine 
testing conducted for the purpose of substance abuse 
testing.^/ Rodriguez did not report for the "fitness for 
duty" examination, but instead was taken by his wife to a 
hospital emergency room, where he was treated for his injuries 
and released. Dissinger was directed to return to the MTA's 
premises for a "fitness for duty" examination several hours 
after the incident, and was examined accordingly. 
•i/The record does not reveal any reason to suspect substance 
abuse by either employee, and we assume, for the purpose of this 
case, that "fitness for duty" examinations are routinely ordered 
i ) by the MTA where a physical confrontation takes place between 
employees. 
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Both employees were suspended and issued disciplinary 
charges for engaging in an altercation on the MTA's premises. 
Rodriguez was also charged with a failure to follow the 
May 25, 1988 order to submit to the "fitness for duty" 
examination-. 
The ATU represented both employees in separate 
proceedings pursuant to the disciplinary grievance procedure, 
without reaching any independent judgment about which of them 
was responsible for the incident. 
It appears that at the first or second step of the 
disciplinary grievance procedure, Dissinger accepted a five-
day suspension for his part in the physical altercation in 
resolution of his charges. Rodriguez was offered the 
opportunity, but declined, to similarly resolve the 
disciplinary charges by the MTA. Although the ATU-MTA 
collective bargaining agreement calls for a "24-hour meeting" 
following a suspension, no hearing on the disciplinary charges 
preferred against Rodriguez was conducted until June 8, 1988, 
when Rodriguez reported to the MTA offices pursuant to orders. 
Also on that date, Rodriguez was directed to, and did, submit 
to an "injury on duty" examination by the MTA medical 
department. Following that examination, he was placed on 
medical leave as a result of the injuries sustained in the 
incident of May 25. 
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Thereafter, at Step I, Step II and Step III hearings with 
the MTA's representatives, Rodriguez was represented by ATU 
representatives in connection with the disciplinary charges 
against him. At Step II of the grievance procedure, the MTA 
withdrew the portion of the disciplinary charges relating—to 
the participation by Rodriguez in a physical altercation,^/ 
but pursued the allegation that he had improperly failed to 
report for a "fitness for duty" examination on the date of the 
altercation. Medical documentation was provided by Rodriguez 
to his representatives, who presented it to the MTA hearing 
officers in support of his claim that he was physically or 
emotionally unable to report for the "fitness for duty" 
examination as a result of the injuries sustained in the 
incident. The MTA rejected the defense submitted on behalf of 
Rodriguez, and the case proceeded to arbitration on July 27, 
1988. At the arbitration hearing, the MTA reiterated its 
withdrawal of the portion of the charge relating to the 
altercation, and the arbitrator received medical documentation 
of Rodriguez1 injuries as the defense to the charge of failure 
to report for the "fitness for duty" examination. 
2/At the Step II hearing and in subsequent proceedings, the 
ATU representatives suggested that Dissinger had greater 
responsibility for the altercation, in part because the charges 
against Dissinger had by that time been resolved. Thus, although 
the MTA withdrew the portion of the charge against Rodriguez 
relating to the altercation, it clearly was discussed in 
subsequent hearings and responsibility for the incident was 
deemed relevant to some, albeit undisclosed, extent. 
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Notwithstanding this evidence, the arbitrator determined that 
Rodriguez was guilty of the charge.^/ However, he declined 
to uphold the MTA's dismissal of Rodriguez and directed that 
Rodriguez be given the opportunity for reinstatement to his 
position, -subject to his submission to a^fitness for dutyJL 
examination and clearance by the MTA's medical department, and 
subject to a one-year probation with reference only to 
"altercations with the co-worker" and submission to "fitness 
for duty" examinations. The time between the original 
suspension date and the date of reinstatement (a minimum of 
two months) was held by the arbitrator to constitute a 
suspension without pay on the stated charges.-^/ Rodriguez 
was given a 30-day period to decide whether he wished to be 
reinstated to his employment. During that time, he made 
inquiry of his ATU representatives whether he could be 
transferred to another work location, because he feared for 
•^The arbitrator found that Rodriguez 
was suspended and dismissed on June 8, 1988 
on charges of altercation with a co-worker 
and refusal to report for a fitness for duty 
test. Although [the charging party's] 
explanation that he was too injured to 
understand the instruction was credible, 
there is no question that because he failed 
to report for the test, the Authority was 
well within its rights to dismiss him. 
•^/Rodriguez had, according to the evidence, been placed on 
medical leave on June 8 for an undisclosed period of time. 
Whether the suspension period ordered by the arbitrator was 
mitigated by medical leave is unclear from the record. 
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his life and safety at his previous work location. The ATU 
local president, Jerry Fancher, obtained a commitment from the 
MTA that Rodriguez could be transferred to another work 
location in another job title, which would not have affected 
his—base—pay—and—overtime-opportunities.— However, upon—being 
advised by Fancher that he would not retain his seniority in 
the new work location and job title, Rodriguez declined 
reinstatement and retired from employment. 
At approximately the same time that the arbitration 
hearing took place, the attorney retained by the ATU to 
represent Rodriguez also represented Dissinger in connection 
with the criminal charges filed by Rodriguez concerning the 
May 25 incident. However, there is no evidence that the ATU 
provided or selected counsel to represent Dissinger or was 
otherwise involved in his representation on the criminal 
charges. 
DISCUSSION 
In support of his claim that the ATU was grossly 
negligent, and therefore in violation of §209-a.2(a) of the 
Act, Rodriguez asserts that he did not receive a "24-hour 
meeting" within 24 hours of his suspension, that the ATU 
failed to investigate to determine the aggressor in the 
physical altercation and to present evidence on his behalf 
which would establish that he was assaulted in mitigation of 
the charges, and that the failure to investigate and present 
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evidence at the arbitration supporting the claim that 
Rodriguez was the victim of an assault, notwithstanding the 
withdrawal by the MTA of the charges concerning the 
altercation, resulted in a greater penalty for the failure to 
submit-to the iifitness for-dutyt examination than—would 
otherwise have been ordered. Although Rodriguez claims that 
the ATU was improperly motivated in its representation of him, 
no evidence is presented in support of that allegation.-5-/ 
The AKJ determined that insufficient evidence was 
presented to establish that the ATU's handling of Rodriguez1 
grievance at the steps of the grievance procedure was so 
\ inadequate as to establish a breach of the duty of fair 
representation. For the reasons which follow, the ALJ's 
decision is affirmed. 
Rodriguez alleges, first, that the ATU was grossly 
negligent when it failed to assure that a "24-hour meeting" 
was held following the May 25 incident. However, Rodriguez 
also contends that he was restricted to home and was under a 
physician's care for a period of several days following the 
incident. He was therefore unavailable to participate in such 
a meeting. Furthermore, by letter dated June 2, 1988 
Rodriguez was informed by the MTA that he had been suspended, 
•^Rodriguez asserts that in the two-year period preceding 
this incident he complained to ATU officials of improper conduct 
) by other unit employees. However, no connection is made between 
these complaints and the ATU's handling of his disciplinary case. 
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and was directed to report to his assigned depot within five 
days of receipt of the letter, to answer the charges and begin 
the disciplinary grievance process. Rodriguez did not report 
to the depot until the fifth day following notification, 
indicating that he either-was unavailable—ear-l-ier--or—that—t-i-me-
was not of the essence. Based upon the foregoing, we find no 
basis upon which to conclude that the delay in conducting the 
24-hour meeting contemplated by the collective bargaining 
agreement was grossly negligent on the part of the ATU 
representatives. The failure to hold subsequent grievance 
meetings within the contractual time frames was similarly 
caused by extenuating circumstances as well as Rodriguez * own 
involvement, and we accordingly find no basis upon which a 
breach of the duty of fair representation may be found in that 
regard. 
We also agree with the AKT's determination that there is 
no impropriety, per se, in the failure of the ATU to decide 
which of the employees involved in the altercation was the 
aggressor, nor is there any impropriety in the decision of the 
ATU to provide union representation to both employees in 
connection with the disciplinary charges against them, without 
establishing fault. 
Furthermore, while it is unclear why the assigned 
arbitrator apparently took into consideration the aspect of 
) the disciplinary charges against Rodriguez relating to the 
U-10270 - Board 
altercation in fashioning a remedy, any failure by the ATU to 
present a full defense on the charges relating to the 
altercation is attributable to the agreement between the ATU 
and the MTA that those charges were deemed withdrawn at an 
earlier_step of the grievance procedure_as_well as at 
arbitration. 
To the extent that the exceptions assert that the ATU 
breached its duty of fair representation in failing to secure 
retention of seniority rights upon Rodriguez• transfer to 
another work location and assignment, the exceptions are 
denied. The record does not support Rodriguez1 claim that 
other employees carried their seniority rights with them to 
new work assignments. To the contrary, the record establishes 
only that, in certain circumstances, seniority rights were 
restored to employees upon their return from temporary 
transfer arrangements. Since Rodriguez sought carryover of 
his seniority rights to the transfer assignment, no analogous 
situation is established which would support a claim of 
arbitrary or discriminatory conduct by the ATU in this regard. 
The last claim made by Rodriguez, concerning his 
representation by an attorney retained by ATU who also 
represented Dissinger in connection with the criminal charges 
filed by Rodriguez, must also be dismissed. The ATU attorney 
is not a party to the proceedings before us, nor could he be, 
since our jurisdiction over improper practices extends to 
U-10270 - Board -10 
public employers and employee organizations only.^/ Thus, 
Rodriguez• claim of conflict of interest on the part of the 
ATU attorney is not within our jurisdiction to decide. 
Based upon the foregoing, the ALT decision is affirmed in 
its entirety IT- IS THEREFORE-ORDERED that^the charge be, and 
it hereby is, dismissed. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, MembWr 
^/There is no proof that the ATU was involved in any way in 
the representation of Dissinger, or in the selection of his 
attorney, in connection with the criminal charges. Thus, the 
fact that Dissinger was represented on the criminal charges by 
the same attorney is not attributable to the ATU. The ATU did 
select the attorney to represent Rodriguez in the arbitration 
proceeding. 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
BUFFALO THERAPISTS ASSOCIATION, NEA/NY, NEA, 
Petitioner, 
- and -
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY SCHOOL 
DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF BUFFALO, 
Employer, 
- and - CASE NO. C-3553 




BUFFALO TEACHERS FEDERATION, NEA/NY, 
Intervenor. 
ROBERT D. CLEARFIELD, ESQ. (HAROLD G. BEYER, JR., ESQ., 
of Counsel), for Petitioner and for Intervenor Buffalo 
Teachers Federation, NEA/NY 
SAMUEL F. HOUSTON, ESQ. (DAVID F. MIX, ESQ., of Counsel), 
for Employer 
SARGENT, REPKA & PINO, ESQS. (ROBERT HEFKA, ESQ., of 
Counsel), for Intervenor Professional, Clerical and 
Technical Employees Association 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
This matter comes to us on the exceptions of the Buffalo 
Therapists Association, NEA/NY, NEA (Petitioner) and the Buffalo 
Teachers Federation, NEA/NY (BTF) to a decision dated October 11, 
1990, issued by the Director of Public Employment Practices and 
Board - C-3553 -2 
Representation (Director), which dismissed its petition seeking 
to fragment ten occupational therapists and one physical 
therapist from a unit in which they are currently represented by 
the Professional, Clerical and Technical Employees Association 
(PCTEA), and either create a new unit to be represented by the 
Petitioner, or place the titles in an existing BTF unit. The BTF 
unit represents teachers, guidance counselors, speech therapists, 
and others employed by the Board of Education of the City School 
District of the City of Buffalo (Employer). 
PCTEA represents approximately 500 employees in a unit 
which, in addition to office personnel, includes chemist, 
engineer, architect, transportation and school nurse titles. 
The Petitioner and BTF argue that the occupational 
therapists and physical therapists share a greater community of 
interest with the employees in the BTF unit than with the 
employees in the PCTEA unit, citing, as examples, their wide-
spread licensing and/or certification requirements for employees 
in the BTF unit, as compared to application of such requirements 
to a small minority of PCTEA unit members, and the similar nature 
and extent of student contact which BTF unit members and 
occupational and physical therapists have. In addition to their 
community of interest argument, Petitioner and BTF contend that 
the PCTEA has failed to adequately represent the occupational and 
physical therapists because PCTEA's negotiations with the 
Employer have not included therapists in the process and have not 
been conducted in such a fashion as to result in the inclusion of 
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contract language particularly addressed to the needs and 
interests of the therapists. 
Notwithstanding these arguments, the Director dismissed the 
petition upon the ground that the Petitioner and BTF failed to 
meet the standard established by this Board to support a 
fragmentation petition. As we have previously held: 
[Fragmentation of existing bargaining units will not 
be granted in the absence of compelling evidence of the 
need to do so. [Footnote: See, e.g., Deer Park UFSD, 
22 PERB ^3014 (1989) ; State of New York, 21 PERB ^ [3050 
(1988); Chautauqua County BOCES. 15 PERB 13126 (1982).] 
We have held that compelling need is generally 
established by proving the existence of a conflict of 
interest or inadequate representation. [Footnote: 
Id.] . State of New York, 22 PERB ?[3043, at 3098 
(1989) . 
It is our determination that the Director correctly applied 
this well-established standard for reviewing fragmentation 
petitions, and that the facts adduced at the hearing in this 
matter fail to establish inadequacy of representation or conflict 
of interest such as to warrant fragmentation. 
Petitioner and BTF except to the Director's decision insofar 
as it finds that the PCTEA's handling of two grievances affecting 
the therapists was not unreasonable. They assert that, contrary 
to the Director's decision, one of the grievances was withdrawn, 
not "on its merits", but for reasons of untimeliness, and that 
the second was not resolved "successfully". The record supports 
the Director's determination that the first was withdrawn after 
an analysis of its merits (even if in addition to the timeliness) 
and that a resolution of the second was reached, however the 
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outcome be characterized. We further find that, notwithstanding 
the second exception, the Director's determination that the 
"PCTEA generally has been responsive to the therapists' demands 
or inquiries and its responses have been at least reasonable, if 
not correct, interpretations of the controlling contract 
provisions, "-i/ is adequately supported by the record and should 
not be disturbed. 
The third and fourth exceptions assert that the PCTEA made 
knowing misrepresentations to the therapists, and that such 
conduct warrants fragmentation of the therapists from the overall 
unit. However, the record fails to establish that the statements 
made by the PCTEA representatives to the therapist group were 
intentionally misleading, and it is therefore unnecessary for us 
to decide whether, if made, they would form a proper basis for 
fragmentation. 
Finally, the Petitioner and BTF assert that the Director 
erred in finding that PCTEA had submitted for negotiations items 
of particular interests to the therapists and had obtained 
demands beneficial to them and others in the unit when in fact it 
has not. In support of this exception, Petitioner and BTF 
contend that demands exclusively addressed toward the therapists 
have not been pursued in recent rounds of negotiations. However, 
this observation, even if true, does not contradict the 
Director's determination that matters of concern to the 
•^Board of Education of the CSD of the City of Buffalo. 2 3 
PERB f4051, at 4068 (1990). 
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therapists, as well as to other unit members, have been addressed 
in negotiations. 
It is our finding that the record as a whole does not 
support the fragmentation petition. In so finding, we note and 
concur in the observations made by the Director that a showing, 
not here made, of systematic and intentional exclusion of 
subgroups from negotiations and systematic and intentional 
failure to negotiate particularized demands, especially where 
particularized demands of other subgroups of the unit are 
pursued, might warrant a different result. 
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the 
petition be, and it hereby is, dismissed. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
^^p £' A£» 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of the 
YONKERS COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATORS, 
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK, 
LOCAL 8, AFSA, AFL-CIO, 
Respondent, 
Case No. D-^ 0248 
upon the Charge of Violation of 
§210.1 of the Civil Service Law 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
On August 29, 1990, John M. Crotty, this agency's Counsel, 
filed a charge alleging that the Yonkers Council of 
Administrators, Westchester County, New York, Local 8, AFSA, 
AFL-CIO had violated Civil Service Law (CSL) §210.1 in that it 
caused, instigated, encouraged or condoned a strike against the 
Yonkers City School District on June 1 and June 4, 1990. 
The charge further alleged that of the 82 employees in the 
negotiating unit, all 82 employees participated in the strike. 
The Respondent requested Counsel to indicate the penalty he 
would be willing to recommend to this Board as appropriate for 
the violation charged. Counsel proposed a penalty of the loss of 
Respondent's right to have dues and agency shop fee deduction 
privileges to the extent of one-sixth of the amount which would 
otherwise be deducted during a year.-^ 
-i/This is intended to be the equivalent of a two-month 
suspension of privileges of dues and agency shop fee deductions, 
if any, if such were withheld in twelve equal monthly 
installments. 
Case No. D-0248 -2 
Upon the understanding that Counsel would recommend and this 
Board would accept that penalty, the Respondent withdrew its 
answer to the charge. Counsel has so recommended. We determine 
that the recommended penalty is a reasonable one and will 
effectuate the policies of the Act. 
WE ORDER that the dues and agency shop fee deduction rights 
of the Yonkers Council of Administrators, Westchester County, New 
York, Local 8, AFSA, AFL-CIO be suspended, commencing on the 
first practicable date, and continuing for such period of time 
during which one-sixth of its annual agency shop fees, if any, 
and dues would otherwise be deducted. Thereafter, no dues or 
agency shop fees shall be deducted on its behalf by the Yonkers 
City School District until the Respondent affirms that it no 
longer asserts the right to strike against any government as 
required by the provisions of CSL §210.3(g). 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
arold R. 
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NANCY E. HOFFMAN, ESQ., for Petitioner 
CHARLES E. DRAKE, ESQ. for Employer 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
On November 15, 1990, the Civil Service Employees 
Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (petitioner) 
filed, in accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Public 
Employment Relations Board, a timely petition seeking 
certification as the exclusive representative of certain 
employees of Hamilton County (employer). 
Thereafter, the parties executed a consent agreement in 
which they stipulated that the following negotiating unit was 
appropriate: 
Included: Account Clerk/Typist, Account Clerk, Sr. Account 
Clerk, Registered Professional Nurse, Social 
Welfare Examiner, Case Worker, Support 
Collection Specialist, Welfare Management 
Systems Coordinator, Motor Vehicle Clerk, 
Cleaner, Index Clerk, Tax Map Technician and 
Clerk. 
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Excluded: Managerial Employees, Elected or Appointed 
Officials and all other employees of Hamilton 
County. 
Pursuant to that agreement, a secret-ballot election was held, 
on February 8, 1991, at which 10 ballots were cast in favor of 
representation by the petitioner and 14 ballots were cast against 
representation by the petitioner. There was 1 challenged 
ballot.V 
Inasmuch as the results of the election indicate that a 
majority of the eligible voters in the unit who cast ballots do 
not desire to be represented for the purpose of collective 
bargaining by the petitioner, IT IS ORDERED that the petition 
should be, and it hereby is, dismissed. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
ZJcuo-e^P, £?A& < +<?-tUJ0>^4. ' 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
.) 
•i/ There are 2 7 employees in the stipulated unit. 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION, 
Petitioner, 
-and- CASE NO. C-3565 
COPIAGUE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees1 Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the New York State Nurses 
Association has been designated and selected by a majority of the 
employees of the above-named public employer, in the unit found 
to be appropriate and described below, as their exclusive 
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: Registered nurses. 
Excluded: All other employees. 
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FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with the New York State Nurses 
Association. The duty to negotiate collectively includes the 
mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and confer in good 
faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and 
conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or 
any question arising thereunder, and the execution of a written 
agreement incorporating any agreement reached if requested by 
either party. Such obligation does not compel either party to 
agree to a proposal or require the making of a concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Km, &L 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member, 
//3B-3/22/91 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
NIAGARA FALLS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, 
LOCAL 801, NYSUT, AFT, AFL-CIO, 
Petitioner^ 
-and- CASE NO. C-3624 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY SCHOOL 
DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the Niagara Falls Teachers 
Association, Local 801, NYSUT, AFT, AFL-CIO has been designated 
and selected by a majority of the employees of the above-named 
public employer, in the unit found to be appropriate and 
described below, as their exclusive representative for the 
purpose of collective negotiations and the settlement of 
grievances. 
Certification - C-3624 page 2 
Unit: Included: Classroom teachers, counselors, regular 
substitutes, teachers on leave, psychologists, 
psychometrists, teachers on special assignment, 
attendance teachers, librarians, helping 
teachers, daytime home teachers, school social 
workers, special teachers and full-time and 
part-time Adult Basic Education (ABE) teachers. 
Excluded: Ail-other employees. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with the Niagara Falls Teachers 
Association, Local 8 01, NYSUT, AFT, AFL-CIO. The duty to 
negotiate collectively includes the mutual obligation to meet at 
reasonable times and confer in good faith with respect to wages, 
hours, and other terms and conditions of employment, or the 
negotiation of an agreement, or any question arising thereunder, 
and the execution of a written agreement incorporating any 
agreement reached if requested by either party. Such obligation 
does not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require 
the making of a concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
J7<Xi+-e4<L& A/e. '<CHT-MA^U^ 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
^t*«^^cu, 2rL 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
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-and- CASE NO. C-3669 
BROOME-DELAWARE-TIOGA BOCES, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees* Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the Broome-Delaware-Tioga BOCES 
Management Association has been designated and selected by a 
majority of the employees of the above-named public employer, in 
the unit agreed upon by the parties and described below, as their 
exclusive representative for the purpose of collective 
negotiations and the settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: Administrative Coordinator of Instructional 
Support Services, Supervisor of Special 
Education, Supervisor of Broome-Chenango 
Alternative High School, Assistant Director for 
Internal Support Service, Assistant Director 
for Community Education, Manager of Operations, 
Accounting/Purchasing Manager, Supervisor of 
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Special Education, Manager of Technical 
Services and Special Projects, Supervisor of 
Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy, Director 
of School Facilities/Operations I, Manager of 
Instructional Administrative Applications, 
Educational Assessment Coordinator, Assistant 
Director for Information Services, Accountant, 
Speech Services Supervisor, Computer Services 
, Assistant, Supervisor of Special. Education. 
Excluded: All other employees. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with the Broome-Delaware-Tioga BOCES 
Management Association. The duty to negotiate collectively 
includes the mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and 
confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other 
terms and conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an 
agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and the execution 
of a written agreement incorporating any agreement reached if 
requested by either party. Such obligation does not compel 
either party to agree to a proposal or require the making of a 
concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
3*5-3/22/91 
STATE OP NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
LOCAL 264 OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, 
WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, 
Petitioner^ 
-and- CASE NO. C-3701 
TOWN OF GAINESVILLE, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that, Local 264 of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of 
America has been designated and selected by a majority of the 
employees of the above-named public employer, in the unit agreed 
upon by the parties and described below, as their exclusive 
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Certification - C-3701 
- 2 -
Unit: Included: All regular full-time and part-time motor 
equipment operators, mechanics, and 
laborers. 
Highway Superintendent, seasonal employees 
and all others 
Excluded: 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public 
employer shall negotiate collectively with Local 264 of the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen 
and Helpers of America. The duty to negotiate collectively 
includes the mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and 
confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other 
terms and conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an 
agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and the execution 
of a written agreement incorporating any agreement reached if 
requested by either party. Such obligation does not compel 
either party to agree to a proposal or require the making of a 
concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
#3E-3/22/91 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
LOCAL 264 OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, 
WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, 
Petitioner, 
-and- CASE NO. C-3764 
TOWN OF PIKE, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that Local 264 of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of 
America has been designated and selected by a majority of the 
employees of the above-named public employer, in the unit agreed 
upon by the parties and described below, as their exclusive 
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Certification - C-3764 2 -
Unit: Included: All regular full-time and part-time motor 
equipment operators and the deputy 
superintendent of highways. 
Excluded: Highway Superintendent, employees who work 
only on snow removal on an as-needed basis, 
seasonal employees and all others. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public 
employer shall negotiate collectively with Local 2 64 of the 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen 
and Helpers of America. The duty to negotiate collectively 
includes the mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and 
confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other 
terms and conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an 
agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and the execution 
of a written agreement incorporating any agreement reached if 
requested by either party. Such obligation does not compel 
either party to agree to a proposal or require the making of a 
concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
^ ^ /C/\fZZ> 4~+ir7UUZ** 
H a r o l d R. Newman, Chai rman 
W a l t e r L. E i s e n b e r g , Member 
#3E-3/22/91 
r~^ STATE OF NEW YORK 
v_/ PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL LAFAYETTE 
EDUCATORS, 
Petitioner, 
and CASE NO. C-3767 
LAFAYETTE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
Employer, 
-and-
LAFAYETTE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, 
Intervenor. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the LaFayette Teachers 
Association has been designated and selected by a majority of the 
employees of the above-named public employer, in the unit agreed 
upon by the parties and described below, as their exclusive 
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Certification - C-3767 - 2 -
Unit: Included: All professional certified personnel, 
including teaching assistants. 
Excluded: All persons holding positions defined as 
Administration and all other employees. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public 
employer shall negotiate- collectively with the LaFayette Teachers 
Association. The duty to negotiate collectively includes the 
mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and confer in good 
faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and 
conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or 
any question arising thereunder, and the execution of a written 
agreement incorporating any agreement reached if requested by 
either party. Such obligation does not compel either party to 
agree to a proposal or require the making of a concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
fc_ T, *•&•<**>%* *x 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Member 
#3(3-3/22/91 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
MONTICELLO TEACHER AIDES ASSOCIATION, 
Petitioner, 
-. -and- ^ CASE NO C-3778 
MONTICELLO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the Monticello Teacher Aides 
Association has been designated and selected by a majority of the 
employees of the above-named public employer, in the unit agreed 
upon by the parties and described below, as their exclusive 
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: Teacher Aides, Library Aides/Clerks, Special 
Education Aides, Physically Handicapped Special 
Education Aides 
Excluded: All other employees of the employer. 
_y 
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FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with the Monticello Teacher Aides 
Association. The duty to negotiate collectively includes the 
mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and confer in good 
faith with-respect to wages,_hours, and other terms—and— 
conditions of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or 
any question arising thereunder, and the execution of a written 
agreement incorporating any agreement reached if requested by 
either party. Such obligation does not compel either party to 
agree to a proposal or require the making of a concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
A^^e^ f.' A/Z, 
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
z-Z. 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Membe 
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STATE OP NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
LOCAL 2 0OB, SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL 
UNION, AFL-CIO, CLC, 
Petitioner, 
-and=-_ CASE NO C-3779 




ASSOCIATION OF AUTO AND GENERAL MECHANICS, 
EAST SYRACUSE - MINOA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
Intervenor. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
A representation proceeding having been conducted in the 
above matter by the Public Employment Relations Board in 
accordance with the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the Association of Auto and 
General Mechanics, East Syracuse - Minoa Central School District 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees 
of the above-named public employer, in the unit agreed upon by 
the parties and described below, as their exclusive 
Certification - C-3779 - 2 -
representative for the purpose of collective negotiations and the 
settlement of grievances. 
Unit: Included: All regular full time and part time employees 
in the following titles: Auto Mechanic, 
General Mechanic (Maintenance Worker I), 
Driver/Messenger, Stock Attendant, Groundsman 
and—Auto -Mechanic-Helper. 
Excluded: Mechanic Foreman and all other employees. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer 
shall negotiate collectively with the Association of Auto and 
General Mechanics, East Syracuse - Minoa Central School District. 
The duty to negotiate collectively includes the mutual obligation 
to meet at reasonable times and confer in good faith with respect 
to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment, or 
the negotiation of an agreement, or any question arising 
thereunder, and the execution of a written agreement 
incorporating any agreement reached if requested by either party. 
Such obligation does not compel either party to agree to a 
proposal or require the making of a concession. 
DATED: March 22, 1991 
Albany, New York 
je^*js~&<-£>~^-
Harold R. Newman, Chairman 
/ 
Walter L. Eisenberg, Membei 
